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A multistate external cavity laser diode
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A semiconductor laser diode in a photon cavity containing a mirror whose optical bandwidth is less
than the classical cavity mode spacing can have multiple lasing states at the same bias current. The
physics determining the behavior of this nonlinear multistate device is self-consistency between
photon number, carrier number, and refractive index. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Fiber Bragg gratings~BGs! may be used to provide
wavelength selective feedback to antireflection~AR! coated
semiconductor lasers in external cavity configurations.1,2 We
show that multiple lasing states at the same bias current e
if the optical bandwidth of the BG is less than the classi
mode spacing (DlC) of the external cavity laser.

A schematic diagram of the physical arrangement a
mathematical model used for simulation is illustrated in Fi
1~a! and 1~b!. Electric-field amplitude incident on a mirror a
optical wavelengthl is am(l), while electric-field amplitude
moving away from the mirror isbm(l). The field amplitudes
are normalized such thatuanu2 (ubnu2) gives the intensity or
power flow in the medium. Electric-field reflectivity of th
cleaved facet of the laser isr 150.57. Electric-field reflectiv-
ity of the AR coating isr , while transmission coefficient isj t
such thatur u21utu251, wherej 5(21)1/2.

The BG with center wavelengthl0 at a distanceL0 from
the AR coated facet of the laser has a reflection coefficie

r 2~l!5r 20 exp$@2~l2l0!/~DlBG!#2%, ~1!

wherel051.5231024 cm is the center wavelength of th
BG. In our modelr 205uCCu2r 050.37, wherer 050.95 is the
peak electric-field reflection coefficient atl0 andCC50.63
is the coupling coefficient of the electric field between t
AR coated facet of the semiconductor laser and the len
single-mode fiber~SMF!. For the static characteristics of th
laser, the phase response of the BG as well as the pha
the electric-field coupling coefficientCC is ignored.

In the resonance amplifier model3 the distributed spon-
taneous emission is replaced by two electric field inputs
the mirrors of the laser gain medium. The equivalent inpu
given by

wd
uu1u2

hn

c

ns
5

1

2
bBn2wdLs , ~2!

wherew52 mm, d50.2mm, andLS5300mm are the width,
depth, and length of the laser active region, respectively,h is
Plancks constant,Bn is the spontaneous recombination ra
at carrier densityn, b51026 is the spontaneous emissio
factor,c is the speed of light in free space,n is the frequency
of the electric field (n5c/l), andns is the refractive index
of the laser gain medium whose variation as a function
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carrier density isns5ns02Dns(n2nc), wherens053.75 is
the refractive index of the gain medium at a carrier density
nc52.231018 cm23 andDns57310221 cm3 is the change
of refractive index with carrier density. The spontaneo
emission electric field amplitudeu1 at l is normalized such
that uu1u2 gives the energy density stored in the electric fie

Using methods outlined in Ref. 4 one obtains

a1~l!>
u1~l!

@12p1~l!2rr 12p2~l!2rr 21p2~l!2p1~l!2r 1r 2#
,

~3!

where p1(l) and p2(l) is the electric field propagation
in the semiconductor cavity and the BG defin
external cavities respectively.p2(l)5exp(2ju/2), where
u54pngL0 /l, andng51.5 is the effective refractive index
of the SMF at the wavelength of interest andL050.5 cm is
the length of the external cavity.p1(l)5G1/2 exp(2jf/2),

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement and~b!
illustration of the external cavity laser model used for simulation.~c! Sche-
matic illustrating~I! unique solution forDlBG.DlC and ~II ! multiple so-
lutions obtained for narrow optical bandwidth fiber grating whenDlBG

,DlC .
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where f54pns(n)LS /l, and G is the electric-field gain
for one photon cavity round trip. The cavity round-tr
electric-field gain G5exp@(Ga log(n/n0)2ai)LCAV#, where
n05131018 cm23 is the transparency carrier densit
a i535 cm21 is the internal loss coefficient,a5361 cm21

is the gain constant, andG50.25 is the optical confinemen
factor.

The total number of photons in the semiconductor cav
is S5E/hn, whereE is the energy stored in the electric fie
obtained by integrating the electric-field intensity over t
semiconductor cavity,

E>wdS 12up1~l!u
Ga log~~n/n0!2a i !

D @2ua1~l!u2#. ~4!

Steady-staten is given by the settingdn/dt50 in the
conventional semiconductor laser rate equation.5 The
carrier lifetime is modeled astn51/(A1Bn1Cn2),
where A5106 s21, B5108 cm3 s21, and C50.6
310226 cm6 s21. To find self-consistent solutions one us
the conventional carrier density rate equation, Eq.~4!, and
finds l requiring that the denominator of Eq.~3! be purely
real. Simulations indicate that whenDlBG.DlC the laser
has a unique solution at all drive currents. However, wh
DlBG,DlC multiple lasing solutions exist.

To better understand why the narrow grating bandwi
results in multiple lasing states, consider a perfectly A
coated semiconductor laser (r 50) in an external cavity with
optical feedback from a BG. The electric field of the lasi
mode can be written as

a1~l!>
u1~l!

11G~n!r 1r 2~l!exp$2 j @u~l!1f~l!#%
. ~5!

For a physical steady-state solution, the denominator of
~5! should be purely real. Hence

u~l!1f~l!5~2m11!p, ~6!

wherem is a positive integer. Equation~6! can be solved for
the lasing wavelengthl of the light output for a given carrie
density,n. For anyn, there exists a wavelengthl within the
cavity mode spacing,DlC5l0

2/@2(ngL01nsLs)#, that satis-
fies Eq.~6!. When lasing at wavelengthl the denominator of
Eq. ~5! may be simplified as

@11G~n!r 1r 2~l!#→0. ~7!

For a steady-state solution, the number of lasing phot
obtained by substitutinga1(l) into Eq. ~4! should give a
self-consistent solution forn obtained using the conventiona
rate equation.

Consider the flat-top fiber BG illustrated in Fig. 1~c!. If
DlBG.DlC , then for anyn there is a wavelength,l1,
within DlBG which satisfies Eq.~6!. Hence,r 2(l)5r 20 at
the lasing wavelength. In this case Eq.~7! can be simplified
as 12G(n)r 1r 20→0. SinceG(n) increases monotonically
with carrier density an unique valuen5n1 will satisfy the
system of equations above laser threshold. Forn,n1, no
mode will lase and forn.n1, a mode within the grating
bandwidth will have net round-trip gain greater than 1 wh
is not a physical solution.

When the grating bandwidth is narrow compared to
cavity mode spacing multiple solutions are possible. The
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ser can lase atl1 and n1 when 12G(n1)r 1r 2(l1)→0 and
lase atl2 and n2 (n2.n1), when 12G(n2)r 2r 2(l2)→0.
The increase in round-trip gainG(n) at the carrier densityn2

compared ton1 is compensated for by a decrease in t
mirror reflectivity, r 2(l2).

Figure 2 shows the static characteristic of the laser di
in an external cavity with optical feedback from a single B
embedded in a SMF. The simulation assumes an ideal
coating (r 50) andDlC50.135 nm. It is interesting to note
that lasing output is on the long wavelength side ofl0. As
Dns is negative with increase in bias current the carrier d
sity in the laser gain medium increases causing the wa
length of the light output to tune to shorter wavelength. B
cause the increase in carrier density tunes the lasing m
closer tol0, the device is stable. However, states on t
shorter side ofl0 are unstable.

It is worth mentioning that wavelength bistability ha
been predicted6 and observed7 in coupled-cavity semicon-
ductor lasers. The bistability in these lasers is due to c
pling between modes of two cavities of the laser. A simi
bistability is seen in the device discussed in this paper w
the AR coated facet of the laser is assumed to have a fi
residual facet reflectivity andDlBG.DlC . The multiple so-
lutions predicted in this paper whenDlBG,DlC is not due
to coupled-cavity effects. There are multiple lasing states
the same bias current even when the residual facet refle
ity of the AR coating is reduced to zero. Our result sho
that a laser in an external photon cavity with a mirror who
optical bandwidth is less than the classical cavity mode sp
ing can have multiple lasing states at the same bias curr

FIG. 2. Results of simulation showing existence of multiple steady-s
lasing states at a given current bias whenDlBG,DlC . ~a! Total number of
photons in the semiconductor gain medium as a function of curr
~b! Carrier density in the laser gain medium as a function of bias current
the bias current increases, lasing can occur at new states that require h
carrier density in the gain medium.~c! Wavelength of light output from the
device with bias current. Lasing states exist on the short wavelength sid
l0.
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